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A documentary film about veterans with PTSD
and the service dogs that help them to come home.
The effect of a war is profound for all the players engaged in the conflict. But more than any
others, the young state-trained warriors are the victims. Some experience profound trauma in
combat and may come home with a psychological injury called Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.
Back home, family, old friends and co-workers seem disconnected and foreign. The newly
returned veterans struggle to function. Therapeutic programs are available to returning soldiers,
but it’s all too evident from their testimonials that our Veteran’s Administration has a mixed
record in treating PTSD. The level of depression and suicide is high and, despite constant
criticism and outcry, universally effective treatment has been elusive.
One remarkably consistent support has been the introduction of trained service dogs into the
lives of veterans with PTSD. These relationships have restored the ability of many of the vets to
be able to get out of the house, to sleep better, to feel love and to simply function positively with
their families again. These special dogs are trained to help veterans who thought they could have
no choice but to stay hunkered down in their room indefinitely or die by suicide. The
unconditional love these dogs offer becomes bedrock for the veteran. Learning to trust and love
them back makes the vet responsible for a being outside of him or herself, which is a doorway
back to feeling at home. In To Be of Service we’ll meet several vets with PTSD and their dogs
and through these deeply bonded relationships the viewer will share a touching and uplifting side
of the story of human violence and its traumatic impact on the individuals we send into the maw
of war.
Through testimonials and interviews, visual flashback enactments and an on-going narrative
following our soldiers and their dogs, our film offers a meditation on the behaviors that have
defined the bleakest aspects of humans since time began.

It’s not our intention to answer enduring questions of why mankind has always waged war, nor
will we proselytize on ways to stop it. We leave that (with deep encouragement and prayer) to
politicians, poets, psychiatrists and philosophers. What our film will do is provide a nuanced
perspective on what happens to people who are forced to endure traumatizing violence.
Our goal is to enhance understanding and compassion from individuals close to PTSD victims,
as well as the greater public, in the hope that they, and the government that sent them to war, will
deepen their patience and determination to care for them better when they come home.
We hope that the viewer will glean a deeper understanding of what happens to soldiers in war
and that this will heighten the call for a resounding “pause” before we leap into the next violent
engagement, as we ask “What is the price?"
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